
Poem - Where I stay, where I feel, my dorm  

Playing the drum made of muscles, my soreness vibrated. 


Hitting within the beat underneath my skin and under the red vines that hides. 


Feet bent, waist unerect, shoulders tight, ears raised up 


The beat from the air flipped and ran through the tunnels of mine. 


This tunnel slowly followed the trace of the beat


From the side of my head, to my throat, and to my heart. 


Hopping in a sequence, 


Jump along the atmosphere,


A bombing on the edges of the wall. 


The beat. 


Layers of Hi-Het, layers of wood, layers of nature, appeared and led an earthquake around the 

tunnel. 


The whole mountain of my brain shook, neck turned, raised up and down along with the beat. 


I pull up my neck and turn around. 


Pieces of color are composed in a rectangular shape within the compressed breath between 

space. 


The brown tranquilizes, 


The plum stimulates, 


The green heals, 


Lined up straight, 


Preened up, the fabrics. 


Seems like these colorful pieces had their own story each,   


From where it originated, 


Where it is manufactured, 


And where it traveled through.
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They seem to have undergone dozens of adventures from one rectangle to another, 


From one bucket to another, 


From the space where they are manufactured, 


And, from spaces that I had never seen before that contains the smell of dozens of souls they 

wrapped upon. 


They are, once living in the shops with windows that people may glance through. 


But now they were here, at this place, in my rectangular closet that was settled above the 

colors of paint. 


Along the beat, my neck turned away from the colors within space, 


Wondered to another adventure part of a space that was familiar, and undiscovered 


As usual, the white boxes with paints are in place, 


The wooden prism with two strikes were in place, 


The shadows are also there, 


Protecting the daily electric equipment that dried up dark grasses on top of my head. 


The shadow itself also swallowed my old friend, 


Some old friend that took me on a journey along the way. 


I stop, 


I sneer, 


Hey, my old friends, 


my Canon 700D


my Minolta 


and my Sony AR ii . 


When did I start hanging out with you guys under sunlight?


Since when you are my eyes that gazed through the world? 


And since when did you suddenly stop ?
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When did you, or did I, take you all over the continent but finally set you under the shadow in 

this tiny place? 


Questioning, here,  I was pulled back by the beat and the blowing wind from the machine. 


The opening of the tunnel follow the flow of the wind, 


Under the half opened window, a white basket stands, facing me with its rounded opening. 


It reminded me about the days I went through 


every Wednesday and Sunday when I have to put the fabrics into the laudury machine. 


Fabrics of wet and dry,


Thrown down to the fake chine that was locked inside the cold squared boxes. 


It turns,


It spins, 


It measures the time of waiting. 


Withal, I was always the one who made it wait. 


The fabrics were stain, in that cold situation inside the dark case. 


Wondering how it feels to stay cold under darkness, thinking with the consciousness of mind. 


The sunlight turned on the button of my brain. 


The color of yellow,


The color of warmth, 


The color of light just brought new hope and beginnings. 


It shines and places itself gently on a dark spiky cylinder, 


My buddy who woke me up during the day, 


The catalyst for my healing process. 


And the doctor of my muscle,
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This buddy took his journey with me all the way from Taiwan. 


And I hope, I believe, he will always support my body and help massage every single edge of 

my pink and red tissues. 


The darkness of my buddy once again reminded me about the space I’m located. 


Space while I looked upon, a layer of fluffy gray cloud was above the shadow. 


Needle to 12 is when I will be placed on the cloud. 


I rest myself upon the cloud after accomplishing every task of the day, 


This cloud wouldn’t accept any guest without showering themselves to step on. 


It was kind of too clean, or to say, too pleased as a plain that couldn’t even accept any touch 

from the outside world. 


And I reminded myself to be awake, 


At the time between tensions of 5 and 7. 


Knowing what I am doing, 


Or don’t even know what am I doing, 


It made me wonder about the correctness of copying the day of a successful man. 


It made me confused about the truth of learning 


The truth of life, 


The truth of self-improvement and self- caring. 


Then this little girl in my head told me to stop, 


Stop thinking about anyone, 


Stop thinking about anything, 


“You are here,” 


Said the little girl, 


“You are here, at this time between 3-4, 


At the age of growth, 


At the space to study,


At the New school’s dorm located on 65 fifth avenue,
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Being a college student in the dorm and on campus.” 



